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ABSTRACT
Objective: The purpose of this study was to systematically explore the reporting of trigger-point dry needling (DN) in
high-quality randomized clinical trials (RCTs) and to evaluate those trials’ intervention fidelity.
Methods: A focused systematic review and meta-analysis was conducted. PubMed and Cochrane databases were
searched for systematic reviews focusing on DN, published from January 2014 to January 2019. Randomized clinical
trials with a low risk of bias were identified and their reported intervention data extracted. Dry-needling interventions
were categorized according to common technique elements, and the Template for Intervention Description and
Replication (TIDieR) was used to appraise their intervention fidelity.
Results: Fifteen systematic reviews were identified, and from these we extracted data from 26 RCTs. Twelve unique
technique descriptors were identified, and 8 technique archetype categories were distinguishable, based on whether a
local twitch response defined the start of the intervention, whether continuous needle insertion and withdrawal was
used, and what criteria determined the cessation of needling. The median number of TIDieR items reported was 8.5 out
of 12. Explicit procedure reporting was uncommon for intervention tailoring (38%) and rare for intervention mode
(19%) and modifications (7%).
Conclusion: Across the RCTs included in this review, substantial heterogeneity in the choice and reporting of DN
was evident. In particular, systematic underreporting of intervention tailoring, mode clarification, and procedure
modification undermined intervention fidelity. The development and adoption of standardized intervention guidelines
is recommended to enhance uniform and nuanced reporting of DN interventions. (J Manipulative Physiol Ther
2021;44;546-557)

Key Indexing Terms:Myofascial Pain Syndromes; Trigger Points; Dry Needling; Research Design
TAGGEDH1INTRODUCTION TAGGEDEND

Myofascial pain is a frequently reported cause for visits to
primary care physicians and is thought to exact a significant
burden of cost and disability on mainly older, chronically
afflicted people.1-4 Clinical manifestations of myofascial pain
(sometimes referred to as myofascial pain syndrome) can be
ameliorated by mechanical stimulation of areas of exquisite
local tenderness called trigger points (TrPs).3 In this regard,
repetitive insertion of minimally invasive filiform needles,
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termed dry needling (DN), has been used by physical-medi-
cine health care providers.5-9

Dry needling is supported by evidence from randomized
clinical trials (RCTs), with findings from systematic reviews
(SRs) indicating that across body regions, DN may offer effec-
tive short-term pain relief and improvements in range of motion
and quality of life.6,7,10-13 Given the weight of evidence, it is
surprising that DN is excluded from national and international
clinical-practice guidelines either generally, for pain relief in
locomotor system disorders,14 or specifically, in the manage-
ment of common regional musculoskeletal disorders such as
non-specific low back pain.15

The CONsolidated Standard of Reporting Trials (CON-
SORT) statement ensures consistent reporting of RCT data.16

However, this guideline has been criticized for being too
generic to provide reasonable intervention fidelity, which can
be operationally defined as the provision of reasonable assur-
ances that the experimental intervention was delivered as
originally intended and in a standardized and consistent
manner.17−19 As a result, extensions of the CONSORT

http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.jmpt.2021.12.004&domain=pdf
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guidelines have been developed in instances where more
nuanced intervention reporting is required.17,20 An extension
of the CONSORT guidelines governing the reporting of acu-
puncture interventions, the STRICTA guidelines, became
available in 2010.17 However, these guidelines have not been
widely adopted in studies reporting DN.20,21 It would there-
fore appear that investigators either are unaware of these
guidelines or do not consider them applicable for the reporting
of DN RCTs.

Variations in the reporting of DN interventions have
been noted in previous investigations.6,7,10 In the absence
of reporting guidelines specific to DN interventions, it is
possible that high-quality DN RCTs are being produced
using generic, rather than nuanced, standards of reporting.
This weakness in reporting standards may be contributing
to poor intervention fidelity and consequently perceptions
of poor RCT internal validity.

Therefore, the purpose of this investigation was to sys-
tematically evaluate the manner in which DN is being
reported and determine whether internal validity might be
under threat. To operationalize this aim we posed 2 ques-
tions: Are intervention elements reported uniformly for
DN? And do inconsistencies, if they occur, tend to cluster
around particular areas of intervention reporting?
TAGGEDH1METHODS TAGGEDEND

Design
This study was framed as a focused systematic review

and meta-analysis and followed the Preferred Reporting
Item for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses
(PRISMA) recommendations.22,23 No patient outcomes are
reported, and therefore registration in the International Pro-
spective Register of Systematic Reviews (PROSPERO)24

was not undertaken.
Literature-Search Strategy and Data Sources
Our search strategy was conceptualized to identify a

sample of studies representing DN reporting across avail-
able RCTs. To achieve this, we conducted electronic
searches in PubMed and Cochrane databases during Janu-
ary 2019, identifying relevant SRs focused on TrP dry
needling.25 The use of PubMed was based on search capa-
bility, medical subject headings, and use of references
beyond other databases,26 whereas Cochrane was chosen
specifically for its high standards in evidence-based health
care and international recognition.27

Given the context of inquiry, we combined search-term
variations of “dry needling,” “myofascial pain,” and “trig-
ger points” (see also Appendix 1). In addition, we delimited
the search by excluding acupuncture and injection SRs
through the use of the keywords “NOT acupuncture” and
“NOT injections.” The electronic search procedure was
supplemented with a hand search of reference lists of the
studies included.
Inclusion Criteria
Available SR literature served as a means of accessing

RCTs with a low risk of bias. We included SRs featuring
an intervention commensurable with DN of myofascial
trigger points or TrPs, regardless of whether DN was used
as the main intervention, that were published in English
within the previous 5 years (January 2014-January 2019).

For RCT studies, those comparing dry needling to either
sham dry needling or other treatments were included. We
anticipated that multiple types of RCT quality-appraisal
instruments would be used in the SRs. Therefore, the top
25th percentile of the respective quality score was set as
the minimum level for inclusion.
Exclusion Criteria
Other needling interventions, like acupuncture and

injection types, were excluded. In instances where uncer-
tainty existed, we deferred to the inclusion criteria of the
SR from which the primary RCT was sourced.
Study Selection
Two authors (K.K. and T.D.) independently screened first

the SR and then the RCT titles, abstracts, and full text
according to the criteria already described. Throughout this
process, a third investigator (C.M.) functioned as the tie-
breaker in instances where consensus could not be reached.
Data Extraction and Description of DN Interventions
From the SRs, two authors (C.M. and E.B.) extracted

RCT data including author details, needle type, technique
descriptor used, and technique elements reported. More-
over, technique elements reported were also extracted: the
rationale for initiating the DN intervention, the mode of
needle application, and the criteria for DN cessation. Data
were entered into a standard spreadsheet and double-
checked by a third author (K.C.), who also resolved instan-
ces where consensus could not be reached.
Evaluation of Intervention Reporting and Replicability
The Template for Intervention Description and Replica-

tion (TIDieR) was used to evaluate intervention reporting
as a proxy measure of fidelity.28 The TIDieR is a 12-item
checklist developed to ensure that reporting contains the
essential details for replication of the focus intervention.
Two authors (K.K. and T.D.) evaluated the RTCs indepen-
dently. In instances where variation in evaluations
occurred, a third author (K.C.) acted as referee.



Table 1. Description of Dry-Needling Techniques and Categorization of Technique Element Types

Technique Elements

Author Needle Type Descriptor
LTR defines
start

Continual insertion
and withdrawal

Criteria for
cessation Assigned Group

Itoh et al29 SSS S-P Y Y Cc, T 1

Itoh et al30 SSS S-P Y Y Cc, T 1

Itoh et al31 SSS S-P Y Y Cc, T 1

Cotchett et al20 Acu RPWA Y Y Cc, T 1

Eftekharsadat et al32 DN RPWA Y Y Cc, T 1

Rossi et al33 SSS Pistoning Y Y Cc, T 1

Ga et al34 Acu FiFo Y Y Cc 2

Fernandez-Carnero et al35 Acu FiFo Y Y Cc 2

Calvo-Lobo et al36 HSS FiFo Y Y Cc 2

Calvo-Lobo et al37 HSS FiFo Y Y Cc 2

Irnich et al38 N/S RPWA Y Y Cc 2

Llamas-Ramos et al39 SSS FiFo Y Y T 3

Mejuto-Vazquez et al40 SS FiFo Y Y T 3

Tellez-Garcia et al41 SSS FiFo Y Y T 3

Mendigutia-Gomez et al42 SSS FiFo Y Y T 3

Myburgh et al43 Acu Deep & superficial Y Y T 3

Mayoral et al44 N/S FiFo Y Y No. 4

Pecos-Martin et al45 MF FiFo Y Y No. 4

Hong46 Hypo FiFo N Y Cc, T 5

Edwards and Knowles4 SS-Acu Superficial N N Cc, T 6

Tekin et al47 Acu Twitch and withdraw N Y Cc 7

Couto et al48 Acu Deep N N T 8

Diracoglu et al49 Acu Guide tube N Y N/S N/A

Sterling et al21 Acu Peck and twirl N Y N/S N/A

Zheng et al50 N/S US guided N N N/S N/A

Perez-Palomares et al51 Acu FiFo Y Y N/S N/A

Studies are listed in chronological order.
Acu, acupuncture; Cc, clinical criteria; DN, dry needling; FiFo, fast-in and fast-out; HSS, headless stainless steel; Hypo, hypodermic; LTR, local twitch
response; MF, monofilament; N, no; N/A, not assigned; N/S, not specified; No., number; RPWA, repeated partial withdraw and advance; S-P, sparrow-
pecking; SS, stainless steel; SSS, single-use stainless steel; T, time; US, ultrasound; Y, yes.
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Synthesis and Analysis of Results
Due to the lack of standardized reporting criteria, a quanti-

tative meta-analysis was not conducted. Instead, after data
were presented descriptively, studies were grouped according
to similarities in technique element reported (Table 1).4,20,29-
51 After this grouping, an intervention flow typology was con-
structed to visualize variations in reporting as they occurred at
key intervention decision junctures (Fig 1).

The overall outcome of TIDieR data reporting was pre-
sented descriptively as frequencies and median values. In
addition, a dot plot was created to visualize items where
systematic omissions were observed (Fig 2).
Fig 1. Typology of dry-needling interventions used in randomized c
tures. The number of studies reporting a given element is indicated i
elements, and were excluded. LTR, local twitch response.
Ethics
As a systematic literature review, and in accordance

with the stipulations of the Regional Committees on Health
Research Ethics for Southern Denmark, this study was
exempt from ethical review.
TAGGEDH1RESULTS TAGGEDEND

Screening Flow and Description of Studies
Studies were identified during January 2019, with the

screening flow illustrated in Figure 3. The 15 SRs from
which RCTs were drawn included RCTs published
ontrolled trials, illustrating technique elements and decision junc-
n parentheses. Four studies did not report one or more technique



Fig 2. TIDieR (Template for Intervention Desccription and Replication) intervention reporting scores, by least-reported items. A circle
indicates that the item was reported, a semicircle that it was not.
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between 1994 and 2018, and these covered a range of
conditions, anatomical structures, regions, and specific
outcomes.6,10,12,13,52-62

Twenty RCTs were included based on their high Physio-
therapy Evidence Database scale evaluations,21,32-40,42,
44-51,63 and 6 were based on the low risk of bias assessment
through the Cochrane Risk of Bias Tool.20,29,30,31,41,43 The
SRs and their RCTs are presented in Table 2.
Needle-Type Reporting
The most common descriptors for needle type were

“stainless steel”29-31,33,36,37,39,40-42 and “acupuncture”,20,21,
34,35,43,47,48,49,51,63 each being reported in 38% of the RCTs
(Table 1). The use of a dedicated “dry needling” needle32

was reported in 1 RCT, and 2 studies did not specify the
type of needle used.
Categorization of DN Interventions
Twelve distinct technique descriptors were identified.

The most common, the so-called fast-in and fast-out tech-
nique, was reported in 12 studies (46%; see Table 1).

Based on common DN intervention elements, 8 arche-
types (Fig 1) emerged describing the initiation, conduct,
and cessation of needling.
Evaluation of Intervention Reporting and Replicability
We found that TIDieR scores ranged between 6 and 11 out

of a possible 12, with the median being 8.5. Eight studies
(30%) scored 10 or higher20,21,36,37,41,43,51,63 (see Table 3).
As can be seen in Figure 2, systematic omissions in
reporting occurred with respect to DN intervention tailor-
ing, mode, and modification. For these items, details were
omitted in 62%, 81%, and 93% of studies, respectively.

TAGGEDH1DISCUSSION TAGGEDEND

To our knowledge, this investigation is the first to criti-
cally interrogate the internal validity of intervention meth-
ods underpinning DN in RCTs.
Are Intervention Elements Reported Uniformly for DN?
An important evolutionary step in DN was the emergence

of evidence that the active ingredient arises from mechanical
hyperstimulation of soft tissue loci constituting the myofascial
trigger points. In addition, it has become clear that repeated
needle insertion and retraction are required to optimize this
effect.46,48,64 In this regard, neither hypodermic (wet needles)
nor traditional acupuncture needles function optimally, and as
a result, purpose-built DN needles have begun to appear, with
innovations such as polished steel shafts, silicone lubrication,
and narrower tip angles.65,66 From the reported data, it seems
unlikely that standardization exists around the use of needle
type for DN interventions. Moreover, with the high preva-
lence of acupuncture-type needles, it appears that investigators
have not focused on the use of needles that are best suited to
repetitive insertion.51 Needle design represents an important
salient issue, as equivalence in the content of interventions
across studies cannot currently be assumed.18

We identified 12 unique technique descriptors. For exam-
ple, the interventions conducted by Mendigutia-Gomez et al42



Fig 3. Screening and inclusion flow diagram. RCT, randomized clinical trial; SR, systematic review.
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and Myburgh et al43 were initially categorized as, respec-
tively, “fast-in and fast-out” and “deep and superficial.”
With their common approach to initiating the DN interven-
tion, their use of a continuous needle movement, and their
time-related criteria for intervention cessation, these 2 DN
interventions could be more meaningfully reclassified
under the same DN subtype. By collapsing the interven-
tions in this manner, we were able to reduce the variation
by a third. However, looking across the decision junctures
of the DN intervention flow typology (Fig 1), this stil
resulted in 8 intervention archetypes. The differences in the
number of needle insertions, as well as the duration of the
procedure, raise questions regarding the consistency with
which intervention content is delivered, and are germane to
process fidelity.18

These findings indicate that DN varies with respect to
the reporting of physical materials used as well as the man
ner in which procedures are performed.



Table 2. Systematic Reviews and Randomized Clinical Trials Identified and Included

SR RCTs Identified
No. of RCTs
Included

Ong and Claydon12 Hong46 1

Boyles et al53 Cotchett et al,20 Fernandez-Carnero et al,35 Llamas-Ramos et al,39 Zheng et al50 4

Cagnie et al55 Hong,46 Itoh et al,31 Myburgh et al43 2

Liu et al57 Ga et al,34 Hong,46 Irnich et al,38 Itoh et al31 Tekin et al47 3

Morihisa et al10 Cotchett et al,20 Mayoral et al44 2

Gattie et al56 Pecos-Martin et al,45 Sterling et al21 2

Espejo-Antunez et al6 Couto et al,48 Diracoglu
et al,49 Irnich et al,38 Mejuto-Vazquez et al,40 Pecos-Martin et al,45 Tekin et al47

2

Mata Diz et al60 Edwards and Knowles63 1

Salvioli et al61 Cotchett et al20 0

Braithwaite et al54 Cotchett et al,20 Sterling et al21 0

Hall et al62 Calvo-Lobo et al,36 Calvo-Lobo et al,37 Mendigutia-Gomez et al42 3

Liu et al58 Itoh et al,29 Itoh et al,30 Tellez-Garcia et al41 3

Al-Boloushi et al52 Eftekharsadat et al32 1

Mansfield et al59 Calvo-Lobo et al,36 Perez-Palomares et al,51 Rossi
et al33

2

Vier et al13 Fernandez-Carnero
et al35

0

Total 26

Studies are listed in chronological order. Italicized RCTs were excluded as duplicates.
RCT, randomized clinical trial; SR, systematic review.
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Do Inconsistencies, If They Occur, Tend to Cluster Around Particular Areas
of Intervention Reporting?

Dry needling is provided to 1 individual at a time,
and one might therefore argue that the mode, as with
surgery, is implicit. However, the TIDieR guidelines
nevertheless require authors to report issues such as
whether the session was performed in a private or open
location, whether interaction between clinician and
patient was allowed, and whether an assistant was pres-
ent during the intervention.28

In the DN context, tailoring commonly occurs when differ-
ent needle sizes are used to accommodate anatomical variation,
as well as differences in the duration of needling due to the per-
sistence of clinical findings such as the local twitch response.2

These procedural variations, occurring at the level of the indi-
vidual research participant, require explicit reporting.

At times, modifications to DN procedures may be required
to accommodate unforeseen issues encountered early on in a
study. In these instances, adaptations to both the materials and
personnel involved should be reported. If no such issues
occur, or if the intervention is carried out in accordance with a
published protocol or published pilot study, this should be
explicitly stated in the methodology reporting.67

The studies by Cotchett et al20 and Sterling et al21 were the
only one included in the present study to report making use of
the STRICTA guidelines. Both fared very well with respect
to TIDieR reporting criteria, the former scoring 10 and the lat-
ter 11 out of a possible 12. Interestingly, though, the issues
judged as absent from their reporting were mode and modifi-
cation in the case of Cotchett et al and tailoring in the case of
Sterling et al (see also Fig 2). We would argue that this find-
ing points toward the value of the STRICTA guidelines in
raising intervention fidelity, but that they are not fully transfer-
rable to the reporting of DN interventions.

Our findings indicate substantial inconsistencies in tech-
nique elements and reporting issues clustered around tailor-
ing, mode, and modification of individual DN interventions.
Therefore, notwithstanding general high standards of report-
ing, these issues threaten the intervention fidelity and conse-
quently the internal validity of DN RCTs.



Table 3. TIDieR Checklist Evaluation of Intervention Reporting and Replicability for Included Studies

TIDieR

Study Name Why What (Materials) What (Procedures) Who How (Mode) Where When and How Much Tailoring Modifications How Well (Planned) How Well Actual) Score (Out of 12)

Hong46 @ @ @ @ @ — — @ — @ — — 7

Irnich et al38 @ @ — @ @ — @ @ — — — @ 7

Edwards and Knowles63 @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ — @ @ 11

Itoh et al29 @ @ @ @ @ — @ @ @ — — @ 9

Itoh et al30 @ @ @ @ @ — @ @ — — — @ 8

Ga et al34 @ @ @ @ @ — @ @ — — @ — 8

Itoh et al31 @ @ @ @ @ — @ @ @ — — @ 9

Fernandez-Carnero et al35 @ @ @ @ @ — @ @ — — @ @ 9

Diracoglu et al49 @ @ @ @ @ — @ @ — — — @ 8

Myburgh et al43 @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ — — @ @ 10

Mayoral et al44 @ @ @ @ @ @ — @ — — — @ 8

Tekin et al47 @ @ @ @ @ — @ @ — — — @ 8

Couto et al48 @ @ @ @ @ — — @ — — @ @ 8

Cotchett et al20 @ @ @ @ @ — @ @ @ — @ @ 10

Llamas-Ramos et alR39 @ @ @ @ @ — @ @ — — — @ 8

Mejuto-Vazquez et al40 @ @ @ @ @ — @ @ — — — @ 8

Zheng et al50 @ @ @ @ @ — @ @ — — @ @ 9

Pecos-Martin et al45 @ @ @ @ @ — @ @ — — — @ 8

Sterling et al21 @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ — @ @ 11

Tellez-Garcia et al41 @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ — — @ 10

Eftekharsadat et al32 @ @ @ @ @ — @ @ @ — — @ 9

Mendigutia-Gomez et al42 @ @ @ @ — — — @ — — — @ 6

Calvo-Lobo et al36 @ @ @ @ @ — @ @ @ — @ @ 10

Perez-Palomares et al51 @ @ @ @ @ — @ @ @ @ @ @ 11

Rossi et al33 @ @ @ @ @ — — @ — — @ @ 8

Calvo-Lobo et al37 @ @ @ @ @ — @ @ @ — @ @ 10
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Recommendations for Future Investigations
Reporting guidelines that improve nuanced reporting

quality, which in turn will increase confidence in the inter-
nal validity of RCT evidence, require further scrutiny.68

Specifically, the adoption of STRICTA for DN interven-
tions requires formal investigation, and if it is not found to
be suitable in its current form,17 a standardized set of DN
procedures needs to be agreed upon. We recommend a con-
sensus process.69 In the interim, we encourage the use of
the STRICTA guidelines, as they appear to aid in demon-
strating methodological rigor.

Based on our previous arguments to continue the devel-
opment of DN as a unique intervention, we argue for the
use of purpose-built DN needles as the benchmark practice.
However, future investigations must be devised to test the
assertions of superior patient comfort and fewer needle-
related side effects.66
Strengths
This investigation used a novel methodology for appraising

consistency by combining substantive intervention categoriza-
tion and fidelity evaluation. This approach made it possible to
generally assess the likelihood of threats but also to specifically
point out where DN reporting might be improved.
Limitations
Our search strategy was based on only 2 databases;

therefore some studies may not have been included. Future
studies in this context, following an exhaustive search strat-
egy, may consider including EBSCO, the Physiotherapy
Evidence Database, Scopus, and Web of Science.

We aimed to include RCTs that were judged to demon-
strate high levels of reporting quality. Our findings are
therefore not generalizable across all recent DN RCTs,
even though fidelity issues are likely to exist in trials with
lower standards of reporting. Moreover, due to this focus,
it may be possible that more than 12 technique descriptors
exist across the DN RCT literature.

Four of the authors (K.C., K.K., T.D., and C.M.) are cer-
tified in the use of DN. None of the authors were practicing
acupuncturists, and future studies may consider expert
opinion in other areas using acupuncture and dry needling
in developing their methodology.

Three studies, all conducted by Itoh et al,29-31 used the
term “TrP acupuncture,” which created uncertainty regarding
their inclusion and forced us to revert to our decision rule. In
retrospect, excluding these studies would not have affected
the overall findings.
TAGGEDH1CONCLUSION TAGGEDEND

Substantial heterogeneity in the choice and reporting of
DN was evident across high-quality RCTs, and in particular
we observed systematic underreporting of intervention tailor-
ing, mode clarification, and procedure modification. These 2
factors undermine intervention fidelity and consequently rep-
resent a threat to internal validity. A greater degree of uniform
and nuanced reporting is required to reduce methodological
uncertainty. To address this issue, we recommend the imple-
mentation of a relevant, standardized extension of the standard
nonpharmaceutical intervention reporting guideline.

TAGGEDH1FUNDING SOURCES AND CONFLICTS OF INTEREST TAGGEDEND

No funding sources or conflicts of interest were reported
for this study.
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Practical Applications
� We observed inconsistent reporting of the
description of dry needling (DN), as well as
systematic underreporting of mode, modifica-
tion, and tailoring procedures in reported ran-
domized clinical trials (RCTs).

� The current standards of reporting call into
question the fidelity of DN intervention pro-
cess and thus threaten the internal validity of
high-quality RCTs.

� Clinicians and researchers may consider includ-
ing in their reporting the criteria for initiating
the DN intervention, the mode of needle appli-
cation, and the criteria for DN cessation.

� These technique elements could form part of
guidelines for reporting DN procedures in RCTs.
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